Visual accessibility

Physical borders
Street edge
Street edge posts
Wire fence
Trees
Street edge
Supporting wall
Balcony edge
Handrail
Exterior wall
Exterior wall 2
Window
Curtain
Visual accessibility

Built environment

Built environment + reflection

Built environment + transparency

Built environment + vegetation
Public squares in Göktürk
Visual accessibility
Type 2
Visual accessibility
Type 3
Visual accessibility
Type 4
Visual impact of border on built environment
Visual impact of border on built environment
In detail
1. Forest area
2. Dispersed forest area
3. Agricultural areas
4. High Security areas
5. Motorway Connecting Göktürk with Levent and Maslak business districts
6. Rain water collector and sewage
7. Concrete sewage bank
8. Main road
9. Kemerburgaz aqueduct dating back to 16th century. These remains act as town gates for residents and visitors.
10. Informal market where various historical items and artifacts could be obtained. Giving the opportunity for residents to purchase the "identity" quickly and efficiently.
11. Informal gardening market where plants and trees could be obtained.
12. Hard Border, consisting of masonry or concrete high wall with barbed wire fence on top. Separating the residents from passers by and unwanted visitors.
Border space
Border space
Border space
Border space
Water Barrier, Ornithology Center
In-between space